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Executive Summary

With the internet of things and ubiquitous computing, our computing devices get smaller and
smaller, and so do their resources. Whereas devices such as high end smart cards are already
equipped with a relatively powerful processors and have non-volatile memory, low-end small
devices such as passive RFID chips have almost no computational power.

This document focuses on major research challenges in the area of public-key cryptography
on small devices that need to be addressed in the future. It is the outcome of the Workshop on
Cryptographic Protocols on Small Devices that was held on May 13, 2016 in Vienna (Austria).
Prior to the workshop, key researchers from industry and academia in the field have submitted
their challenges to the organizers in form of short position papers. These papers have been
used to put together the program of the workshop and to draft this report.

The report groups the outcome of the workshop in two different topics. The first topic
deals with aspects related to implementation. The second topic deals with the protocol and
primitive level of the cryptographic protocols.

Workshop Details

The Workshop on Cryptographic protocols for small devices was held on May 13, 2016, in
Vienna, Austria, one day after the IACR Eurocrypt conference in Vienna. Further information
and slides are available on the webpage http://smalldevices.hgi.rub.de/.

The workshop attracted more than 50 participants from academia, industry, government
institutions, and non-government institutions. There were three sessions, each containing two
invited overview talks. The first session was the industry session with talk by Phillips and
NXP. The second session was on implementation with talks by KU Leuven. The last session
was on cryptographic protocols with talks by IBM and CWI. The workshop concluded with
open discussions on future topics for public-key cryptography on small devices. The list of
speakers was as follows.

• Leo Ducas (CWI)

• Oscar Garcia Morchon (Philips)

• Vadim Lyubashevsky (IBM Zurich)

• Nele Mentens (KU Leuven)

• Thomas Plos (NXP)

• Ingrid Verbauwhede (KU Leuven)
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2 ECRYPT-CSA

High Level Challenges and Research Directions

• Lightweight security. Small devices typically come with a constrained amount of
computational, volatile memory and permanent storage. While these limitations have
already been significantly relaxed during the last years due to technological progress,
the growing demand for advanced security services of modern applications remains to
be a significant challenge for small devices. In particular, public-key cryptosystems
usually involve either complex arithmetic computations using large parameters and/or
need to handle large chunks of data (e.g., secret or public keys, ciphtertexts, plaintexts,
or signatures).

• Long-term Security. New applications and trends (e.g., the Internet-of-Things) put
additional burden on the durability and expected lifetime of the security systems of
small devices. In particular, many small devices will become part of future smart in-
frastructures and thus will be active for several decades before they are replaced. Hence,
this requires designers to include facilities in the devices that can guarantee long-term
security, either by suitable cryptosystems with high security margin or corresponding
upgrade and migration paths for the security subsystem.

• Physical Accessibility. Attackers can often easily gain physical access to small devices
as they usually are part of our infrastructure which is not always guarded and observed
at all times. In this context, the cryptographic security subsystems of such devices
which are exposed in this way needs to resist physical attacks. This particularly includes
reverse engineering attacks to extract the security function or the secret key, side-channel
analysis, or fault-injection attacks.

• Limited Randomness. The deployment of modern probabilistic cryptosystems and
its protection against physical attacks requires the use of randomness to avoid semantic
and physical leakage of information. For small devices, this requires the utilization of
a (true) random number generator that is costly and often slow in performance. It is
therefore important to reduce the required amount of randomness to a minimum for
each invocation of a cryptographic operation.

Concrete Research Questions

1. Implementation (see Section 1.3)

(a) What cryptographic construction is an optimal fit considering the computational
and storage constraints of embedded systems? Lattice-based cryptography seems a
promising direction, is there anything beyond?

(b) Considering the use of classic cryptography, what can be considered as optimal
efficiency with respect to Elliptic Curve Cryptography over prime fields? Is optimal
performance the best criterion to formulate evidence of rigidity of the construction?

(c) Given the early stage of cryptanalysis of lattice-based cryptography, what is a safe
choice for security parameters that offers sufficient (mid-term/long-term) security,
still respecting the constraints of small devices? What are the implications of suffi-
ciently large quantum computers on such parameters?
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(d) What countermeasures are efficient for lattice-based constructions to thwart side-
channel and fault-injection attacks? Are there possibilities to combine both? How
can side-channel leakage during discrete Gaussian sampling be avoided?

(e) How can we reduce the amount of costly (uniform/Gaussian) randomness involved
in cryptographic operations to ensure its semantic and physical security?

2. Protocols based on Elliptic Curves (see Section 2.1)

(a) Extend the functionality of such public-key schemes while keeping in mind the
limited resources of (high-end) small devices such as smart cards.

(b) Revisit existing and employed protocols and their security reductions in terms of
tightness, in particular in more realistic multi-user environments.

3. Protocols based on new Assumptions (see Section 2.2)

(a) Lower the parameter sizes of digital signature schemes, while preserving its effi-
ciency.

(b) Multivariate polynomials have already proved to be useful for use on small devices
[14] but almost all practical schemes are ad-hoc and not provably secure. Can we
build a practical signature scheme from hard problems over multivariate polynomi-
als?

(c) Most of the basic lattice-based encryption schemes are only semantically secure. For
some of them it remains to find a chosen-ciphertext secure variant with minimal
overhead and a tight security reduction. For small devices the use of the random
oracle heuristic is recommended.

(d) Can hash-based signatures such as SPHINCS [11] be made more efficient?

(e) An important research direction is to extend the Blundo et al. [13] non-interactive
identity-based key-exchange protocol to the computational setting in a way that
its efficiency is preserved while its security can be provably based on standard
assumptions.

4. Security Models for Small Devices (see Section 2.3)

(a) Can we find reasonable security models that depicts the specific requirements for
small devices? Possible parameters include partial access to communication, limited
access to the device, detection models, and physical security.

5. Fundamental Research (see Section 3)

(a) For some lattice-based protocols, the error sampling algorithm is the bottleneck
since the Gaussian error distribution has to be approximated. Can we find alterna-
tive, more efficient, sampling algorithms with the same provable security guarantees
as Gaussian sampling?

(b) The security of practical Ring-LWE instances seems not fully understood yet.
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Chapter 1

Implementation Level

The implementation of public-key cryptosystems on small devices is a challenge due to the
involved complex computational operations, demands on large amounts of (intermediate)
storage memory, or both. This affects all typical target platforms such as (a) 8-bit or 32-bit
microcontrollers, (b) Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA) and (c) Application-Specific
Integrated Circuits (ASIC). In this chapter, we discuss which primitives seem a best fit with
respect to the constraints of those small target devices and which research directions seem to
be promising to date.

1.1 State of the Art

Public-key cryptography for small devices is currently predominantly relying on RSA and
ECC. For example, current generations of secure Smart Card devices employ specific multi-
precision arithmetic accelerator components that support the dual use for basic level RSA and
prime field ECC operations, yet limited to a fixed upper bound of multi-precision. However,
in many applications with tight bounds on computational costs and storage, ECC-based
cryptosystems have already replaced previous solutions based on RSA.

In particular for the hardware context, a significant number of proposals and implemen-
tations for ECC over binary extension fields have been presented (which are even suitable
for extremely constrained RFID devices [16]). Still, a recent shift towards ECC over prime
fields can be observed for several reasons. In light of recent revelations on back doors in stan-
dardized cryptographic primitives (e.g., NIST’s Dual-EC-DRBG), a general reconsideration
of available ECC constructions has recently started, that should now take special consider-
ations of the rigidity and rationales of the fundamental parameters and ECC constructions.
In this context, several interesting proposals have been presented that have been designed to
maximize software performance and thus can be a good fit for small devices as well. We will
highlight the key features and suitability of the two promising candidates Curve25519 [5] and
FourQ [18] in the remainder of this document.

However, while ECC-based systems are perceived today as being small and fast and thus
suitable for small devices, it is well known that they can be broken in polynomial time using
Shor’s algorithm. However, the polynomial is so small that scaling up to secure parameters
seems impossible. Hence, in particular for devices with long-term security requirements,
alternative public-key cryptosystems beyond RSA and ECC need to be investigated. While
several classes of directions have emerged in response to this, lattice-based cryptography seems

5
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to provide a promising mix of computational efficiency and versatility in terms of encryption
and digital signature schemes but also advanced constructions including IBE, ABE and FHE.
However, extensive cryptanalysis is still required for most lattice-based constructions to enable
standards adopting this class of cryptography. In this context, hash-based signatures have
received significant attention and already reached maturity. As a recent proposal in this
direction, SPHINCS [11] as a stateless hash-based signature scheme seems to be a suitable
solution even for small devices.

We will briefly summarize the recent findings in the following subsections in order to
extract particular research challenges and directions at the end of this chapter.

1.1.1 Elliptic Curve Cryptography: Curve25519 and Ed25519

In this section, we report on the efficient implementation of a special Elliptic Curve cryp-
tosystem using Curve25519 and Ed25519 [5, 48] for small devices. For Curve25519, the target
application is the Diffie-Hellman key agreement suitable for high-performance applications,
while Ed25519 is designed for a digital signature scheme. Although Curve25519 (and thus
Ed25519) was initially proposed to accelerate the Diffie-Hellman key agreement primarily in
software, it was shown that its characteristics can be similarly exploited for small software
and hardware devices to achieve a compact but still efficient ECC processor.

Background

In 2006, Bernstein introduced the Curve25519 elliptic-curve Diffie-Hellman key-exchange
primitive and the corresponding high-speed software for various x86 CPUs [5]. Curve25519
uses the elliptic curve defined by the equation E : y2 = x3 + 486662x2 + x over the field
F2255−19. The scalar multiplication performed in Curve25519 uses the x-coordinate-based
differential addition introduced by Montgomery in [42, Section 10]. The main computational
effort for the scalar multiplication are 255 so called ladder steps, 255 conditional swaps, each
based on one bit of the scalar, and one inversion in 22

255−19.
In 2011, Bernstein et al. introduced the Ed25519 elliptic-curve digital-signature scheme

and presented a corresponding high-speed software for Intel Nehalem/Westmere processors [9,
10]. The signatures are based on arithmetic on the twisted Edwards curve [6] defined by the
equation E : x2+y2 = 1− 121665

121666x
2y2 over F2255−19. This curve is birationally equivalent to the

Montgomery curve used in the Curve25519 key-exchange software. The main computational
effort for Ed25519 key-pair generation and signing is one fixed-base-point scalar multiplication
with a secret scalar whereas the main computational effort for signature verification is one
point decompression (Ed25519 stores only the y coordinate and one bit of the x coordinate of
public keys) and one double-point scalar multiplication with public scalars. One of the two
points involved in this double-point scalar multiplication is the fixed-base-point also used in
key-pair generation and signing.

We briefly introduce the mathematical background relevant to Curve25519 and Ed25519;
for further information please refer to the original publications [5, 9, 10]. Based on a group
of points defined over this curve, ECC arithmetic defines the addition P3 = P1 + P2 of
two points P1,P2 using the tangent-and-chord rule as the primary group operation. This
group operation distinguishes the case for P1 = P2 (point doubling) and P1 6= P2 (point
addition). Furthermore, formulas for these operations vary for affine and projective coordinate
representations, i.e., the curve equation for projective coordinates relaxes the one for affine
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Component Unprotected Protected Available Utilization

Number of Slice Registers 3592 3784 106400 3% / 3%
Number of Slice LUTs 2783 2862 53200 5% / 5%
Number of Occupied Slices 1029 1180 13300 7% / 8%
Number of DSP48E1 20 22 220 9% / 10%
Number of RAMB36E1 2 2 140 1% / 1%

Cycles per Step Function 64770 68880 at 200MHz
Cycles per Inversion 14630 14372 at 200MHz
Total Cycles 79400 83252 at 200MHz

Table 1.1: Curve25519 Performance on a Xilinx Zynq-7020 device.

coordinates by introducing an additional variable Z. In particular, the use of projective
coordinates avoids the costly modular inversion for a point operation at the cost of additional
modular multiplications.

Curve25519 can be considered as a function designed to accelerate the Diffie-Hellmann key
agreement over elliptic curves; its basic arithmetic can be easily extended into the Ed25519
signature scheme. It defines a point multiplication that provides inherent timing-attack re-
sistance and a conjectured security level comparable to NIST P-256 or AES-128.

For both cryptosystems assume a base point P with P = (Xi, Yi, Zi). Tracking two
intermediate points Q,Q′ and their difference Q − Q′ based on P , Curve25519 defines a
combined point doubling and point addition function as a single step of the Montgomery
ladder [42, Section 10] with 5 multiplications, 4 squarings, 1 multiplication by (A − 2)/4 =
121666, 4 additions, and 4 subtractions in F2255−19. An additional benefit of the Curve25519
function is, that only the x-coordinate of each point is required during the computation so
that y can be completely omitted in the formulas. Therefore, the point multiplication solely
relies on the x and z coordinates of the two points Q and Q′. Eventually, a combined step is
computed by

x2Q = (x2 − z2)2 = (x− z)2(x+ z)2

z2Q = 4xz(x2 +Axz + z2)

xQ+Q′ = 4(xx′ − zz′)
zQ+Q′ = 4(xz′ − zx′)x1

Implementation Results

In several works it has been shown that Curve25519 – although being designed for high-
performance software implementation – is likewise suitable for small devices, in particular
hardware devices. In Table 1.1 we first summarize the resource consumption for a single core
implementation of Curve25519 on a reconfigurable device (Xilinx Zynq-7020).

We further report benchmarks of Curve25519 for the AVR family microcontroller as shown
in Table 1.2. The benchmarks are by measuring cycles on an actual ATmega2560 microcon-
troller clocked at 16 MHz (on an Arduino Mega 2560 development board).
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Primitive Operation Cycles Stack bytes

Curve25519 high-speed crypto scalarmult base 22 791 580 677
crypto scalarmult 22 791 579 677

low-area crypto scalarmult base 27 926 288 917
crypto scalarmult 27 926 278 920

Ed25519 high-speed crypto sign keypair 21 928 751 1 566
crypto sign 23 216 241 1 642

crypto sign open 32 634 713 1 315
low-area crypto sign keypair 32 870 759 1 282

crypto sign 34 303 972 1 289
crypto sign open 40 083 281 1 346

Table 1.2: Benchmark results of Curve25519 on the AVR ATmega2560 microcontroller

1.1.2 Elliptic Curve Cryptography: FourQ

Recently, another efficient elliptic curve has been proposed. In this section we report on the
efficient implementation of the FourQ curve in light of its application on small devices.

Background

In 2015, Costello and Longa [18] introduced FourQ, a high-performance elliptic curve that
provides around 128 bits of security and that has been shown to achieve the fastest curve-
based scalar multiplications on a wide range of x64 and ARM platforms, from low-end to
high-end architectures. FourQ is defined by a twisted Edwards curve that supports the fastest
twisted Edwards formulas [30], uses the efficient yet compact Mersenne prime p = 2127 − 1,
and comes equipped with two efficiently computable endomorphisms, which enables four-
dimensional decompositions. This optimal combination of features does not only provide
high-performance and flexibility, but also uniquely defines FourQ. This “uniqueness” allays
concerns in the curve selection, which has been recent focus of preoccupation in the case of
other elliptic curves.

Specifically, FourQ is defined by the complete twisted Edwards [7] equation given by
E/Fp2 : −x2 + y2 = 1 + dx2y2, where the quadratic extension field is Fp2 = Fp(i) for
i2 = −1 and p = 2127 − 1, and d = 125317048443780598345676279555970305165 · i +
4205857648805777768770. The Fp2-rational points lying on the curve equation form an abelian
group with cardinality #E(Fp2) = 392 ·N , where N is a 246-bit prime. The prime-order sub-
group E(Fp2)[N ] can be used to build cryptographic systems. FourQ is equipped with two
efficiently computable endomorphisms, ψ and φ, which give rise to a four-dimensional decom-
position m 7→ (a1, a2, a3, a4) ∈ Z4 for any integer m ∈ [1, 2256) such that 0 ≤ ai < 264 for
i = 1, ..., 4 and such that a1 is odd. This decomposition enables a four-dimensional variable-
base scalar multiplication with the form [m]P = [a1]P + [a2]φ(P ) + [a3]ψ(P ) + [a4]φ(ψ(P )),
for any point P ∈ E(Fp2)[N ].

FourQ was designed as to facilitate protection against side-channel attacks. It supports
regular, exception-free scalar multiplication algorithms that enable constant-time implemen-
tations. The case of FourQ’s variable-base scalar multiplication based on four-dimensional
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Algorithm 1 FourQ’s scalar multiplication on E(Fp2)[N ] (from [18]).

Require: Point P ∈ E(Fp2)[N ] and integer scalar m ∈ [0, 2256).
Ensure: [m]P.

Compute endomorphisms:
1: Compute φ(P ), ψ(P ) and ψ(φ(P )).
Precompute lookup table:
2: Compute T [u] = P+[u0]φ(P )+[u1]ψ(P )+[u2]ψ(φ(P )) for u = (u2, u1, u0)2 in 0 ≤ u ≤ 7.

Write T [u] in coordinates (X + Y, Y −X, 2Z, 2dT ).
Scalar decomposition and recoding:
3: Decompose m into the multiscalar (a1, a2, a3, a4) as in [18, Prop. 5].
4: Recode (a1, a2, a3, a4) into (d64, . . . , d0) and (m64, . . . ,m0) using [18, Alg. 1].

Write si = 1 if mi = −1 and si = −1 if mi = 0.
Main loop:
5: Q = s64 · T [d64]
6: for i = 63 to 0 do
7: Q = [2]Q
8: Q = Q+ si · T [di]
9: return Q

decompositions is shown in Algorithm 1. The curve arithmetic is based on Hisil et al.’s
explicit formulas that use extended twisted Edwards coordinates [30]: any projective tuple
(X : Y : Z : T ) with Z 6= 0 and T = XY/Z corresponds to an affine point (x, y) = (X/Z, Y/Z).
Note that these formulas are also complete on E , which means that they work without excep-
tions for all points in E(Fp2).

The execution of Algorithm 1 begins with the computation of the endomorphisms ψ and
φ, and the computation of the 8-point precomputed table (Steps 1−2). These precomputed
points are stored in coordinates (X + Y, Y −X, 2Z, 2dT ) for efficiency. Scalar decomposition
and multi-scalar recoding are then applied to the input scalar m at Steps 3 and 4 as described
in [18, Prop. 5] and [18, Alg. 1], respectively. Finally, the main loop consists of 64 itera-
tions each computing a point doubling (Step 7) and a point addition with a point from the
precomputed table (Step 8).

Further, FourQ is highly flexible. It can be used for performing co-factor Diffie-Hellman
key exchanges (the co-factor 392 must be cleared by computing [392]P over the sender’s
public key P ) or in different digital signature schemes (for instance, Costello and Longa [19]
recently proposed SchnorrQ, a high-performance Schnorr-like signature scheme using FourQ).
Moreover, even though FourQ was designed to achieve high performance through the use
of endomorphisms, it can also be adapted to settings that demand very reduced use of
memory. FourQ can be converted to its Montgomery form to perform scalar multiplica-
tions using the Montgomery ladder (similar to the case of Curve25519). In FourQ’s case
a ladder step uses the value (A + 2)/4 = 33057424020291516681836294572752558598 · i +
170141183460469227525829654910106337602. The computation of the Montgomery ladder
can be sped up further by reducing the input scalar m ∈ [1, 2256) modulo N before execution
(i.e., in this case, scalar multiplication consists of 246 ladder steps).
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Operation Curve Cortex-A7 Cortex-A8 Cortex-A9 Cortex-A15

[k]P , variable base FourQ 373 235 256 132
[k]P , fixed base FourQ 204 144 145 84
[k]P + [l]Q, double scalar FourQ 431 269 290 155

[k]P , variable base Curve25519 926 497 568 315

Table 1.3: Performance results (in terms of thousands of cycles) of core scalar multiplica-
tion operations on FourQ with protection against timing and cache attacks on various ARM
Cortex-A processors with NEON support. Results were rounded to the nearest 103 clock
cycles. For this benchmark, fixed-base scalar multiplication (which uses the comb method
from [24]) used a precomputed table of 80 points (7.5KB of storage) and double-scalar mul-
tiplication used a precomputed table of 256 points (24KB of storage).

Implementations Results

FourQ has already been implemented on a large variety of popular platforms and set speed
records in the computation of the three most popular scalar multiplication variants: variable-
base, fixed-base and double scalar multiplication. In the original FourQ paper, Costello and
Longa presented an implementation in portable C with optional x64 assembly, and demon-
strated the curve performance on different 64-bit AMD and Intel processors, including low-end
and high-end class processors. More recently, Longa [37] presented an efficient implementation
targeting 32-bit ARM-based processors with NEON support and showcased the performance
of FourQ on different Cortex-A microarchitectures1. Finally, Järvinen et al. [33] presented
the first implementations of this curve on reconfigurable hardware (FPGA). In general, the
experimental results from all these works show that, when computing a single variable-base
scalar multiplication, FourQ is more than 5 times faster than the widely used NIST curve
P-256 and more than 2 times faster than Curve25519.

Table 1.3 summarizes benchmark results for FourQ’s ARM NEON implementation when
computing different variants of scalar multiplication on a large variety of ARM Cortex-A based
platforms: a 0.9GHz Raspberry Pi 2 (Cortex-A7), a 1.0GHz BeagleBone board (Cortex-A8),
a 1.7GHz Odroid X2 (Cortex-A9) and a 2.0GHz Odroid XU3 (Cortex-A15). All of these
ARM-based devices come equipped with a NEON vector unit.

The results in Table 1.3 highlight the efficiency gain that can be obtained through the
use of fixed-base scalar multiplications (e.g., useful during signature generation or ephemeral
Diffie-Hellman key generation) using a relatively small amount of precomputation. Notably,
these results also show the potential of using FourQ for signature verification: one double-
scalar multiplication is, in most cases, less than 15% more expensive than single variable-
base scalar multiplication. Compared to the Curve25519 implementation results from [12],
variable-base scalar multiplication using FourQ is between 2.1 and 2.5 times faster. However,
Bernstein et al. [12] do not report results for other scalar multiplication variants.

Table 1.4 summarizes the results of the FPGA implementations presented by Järvinen
et al. [33] on a Xilinx Zynq-7020. Järvinen et al. implemented three different architectures:
a single-core architecture using the Montgomery ladder that is intended for constrained ap-

1The different x86/x64/ARM implementations reported in [18] and [37] are part of FourQlib [18], an efficient
and secure open source software library supporting FourQ.
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Curve Form # cores Resources
Time T-put
(µs) (ops)

FourQ Montgomery 1 565 LS, 16 DSP, 7 BRAM 310 3222
FourQ twisted Edwards 1 1691 LS, 27 DSP, 10 BRAM 157 6389
FourQ twisted Edwards 11 5697 LS, 187 DSP, 110 BRAM 170 64730

Curve25519 Montgomery 1 1029 LS, 20 DSP, 2 BRAM 397 2519
Curve25519 Montgomery 11 11277 LS, 220 DSP, 22 BRAM 397 32304

Table 1.4: Performance results of variable-base scalar multiplication on FourQ with protection
against timing and simple side-channel attacks on a Xilinx Zynq-7020 FPGA.

plications, a single-core architecture using endomorphisms that is intended for low-latency
applications, and a multi-core architecture using endomorphisms that is intended for high-
throughput applications.

The results from [33] are compared against the Curve25519 implementation by [49] (cases
without DPA countermeasures). In summary, the FourQ single-core architecture is 2.7 times
faster in latency and 2.5 times faster in computation time and throughput. In terms of
DSP blocks (the critical resource), the FourQ architecture requires 27 while [49] requires 20.
Therefore, the former one has an about 1.88 times better speed-area ratio than [49]. In the
case of the multi-core architecture, Jrvinen et al. obtain a throughput that is 2 times larger
than that from [49]. The Montgomery variant without endomorphisms is also faster than the
design from [49]. This is partially explained by FourQ’s simpler arithmetic in Fp2 over the
Mersenne prime p = 2127 − 1. These results showcase FourQ’s great performance even when
endomorphisms are not used (e.g., in some applications with very strict memory constraints).

1.1.3 Lattice-based Encryption based on Ring-LWE

All currently deployed asymmetric cryptography (including RSA and ECC) is broken with
the advent of powerful quantum computers. Hence, as mentioned before, we have to consider
alternative solutions in particular for systems with long-term security requirements. Among
all options, ideal lattice-based cryptography is one possible candidate that combines efficiency
with small key sizes as it involves polynomial multiplication as core function that can be
computed and scaled efficiently using FFT-like arithmetic. In this section we discuss an ideal
lattice-based encryption scheme based on the ring variant of the learning with errors problem.

Background

The semantically secure Ring-LWE public key encryption scheme was proposed in [35, 40]
providing three different algorithms. The key generation procedure is given in Algorithm 2,
the encryption procedure in Algorithm 3, and the decryption procedure in Algorithm 4.

The scheme is parameterized by the dimension n, the modulus q, and the standard devi-
ation σ. The main idea of the scheme is that during encryption the n-bit encoded message
m = encode(m) is added to pe1 + e3 which is uniformly random and thus hides the mes-
sage. Decryption is only possible with knowledge of r2 since otherwise the large term ae1r2
cannot be eliminated when computing c1r2 + c2. The encoding of the message of length n is
necessary as the noise term e1r1 + e2r2 + e3 is still present after calculating c1r2 + c2 and
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Algorithm 2 Ring-LWE Key Generation

Require: Access to global constant a
1: r1 ← SampleGaussσ
2: r2 ← SampleGaussσ
3: p = r1 − a ◦ r2
4: return (pk, sk) = (p, r2)

Algorithm 3 Ring-LWE Encryption

Require: Access to global constant a
1: e1 ← SampleGaussσ
2: e2 ← SampleGaussσ
3: e3 ← SampleGaussσ
4: c1 = a ◦ e1 + e2
5: c2 = p ◦ e1 + e3 + encode(m)
6: return (c1, c2)

Algorithm 4 Ring-LWE Decryption

1: return decode(c1 ◦ r2 + c2).

would prohibit the retrieval of the binary message after decryption. With the simple thresh-
old encoding encode(m) = q−1

2 m the value q−1
2 is assigned only to each binary one of the

string m. The corresponding decoding function needs to test whether a received coefficient
z ∈ [0, q−1] is in the interval q−14 ≤ z < 3 q−14 which then is interpreted as one and zero other-
wise. As a consequence, the maximum error added to each coefficient must not be larger than
| q4 | in order to decrypt correctly. The probability for decryption errors is mainly determined
by the tailcut τ and the standard deviation σ of the polynomials e1, e2, e3 ← DZn,σ, which
follow a small discrete Gaussian distribution (sampled by SampleGaussσ). To support the
number-theoretic transform (NTT), Göttert et al. [28] proposed parameter sets (n, q, s) where
σ = s/

√
2π denoted as Ring-LWE-I (256, 7681, 11.31) and Ring-LWE-II (512, 12289, 12.18).

Implementation Results

This scheme has been implemented on various small devices, including FPGAs [43, 44] and
AVR microcontrollers [36, 45].

Pöppelmann and Güneysu [43] proposed an architecture suitable for small reconfigurable
devices, such as a Spartan-6 device. Since their implementation relies on a generic microcode
engine, it can also be used for other lattice-based implementations. The implementation of
the Ring-LWE-I parameter set requires 4121 LUTs, 3513 FFs, 14 BRAM elements, and one
digital signal processor. One encryption is performed in 43 microseconds while decryption
takes 28 microseconds at a clock frequency of 160 MHz. The smallest FPGA implementation,
to the best of our knowledge, has been presented by Pöppelmann and Güneysu [44], the overall
resource occupation is 32 slices, 1 BRAM, and 1 DSP. To achieve such a low area design, the
authors chose a parameter set for which the modulus is a power of two. As a result, there
was no need for a modular reduction step. However, the drawback of the proposed set of
parameters is that the NTT is no longer applicable and as a result, the computation time is
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increased by one order of magnitude.
Furthermore, there are several implementations targeting 8-bit AVR microcontrollers us-

ing different optimization strategies. For instance, the work of Liu et al. [36] focuses on the
modular reduction. The authors provide a highly optimized implementation of the Barrett
reduction [4] in assembly language and thus achieve a performance of 21 milliseconds for
encryption and 8.6 milliseconds for decryption for Ring-LWE-I. In comparison, the work of
Pöppelmann et al. [45] focuses on the application and implementation of the NTT. Although
their modular reduction is less optimized than the one from [36], they report a performance
of 27 milliseconds for encryption and 6.7 milliseconds for decryption. Another difference is
that the program code of the implementation from [45] has a size of 6,668 bytes and the one
from [36] is significantly bigger code size of 13,604 bytes.

1.1.4 Hash-based Signatures: SPHINCS

Hash-based signatures provide are known to provide solid security guarantees given that the
underlying hash functions are one-way. In this section we describe the SPHINCS construction
that was proposed in [11] as a stateless construction overcoming the main concerns with
previous hash-based signatures, such as XMSS. We begin by listing the parameters used in
the construction, reviewing the one-time signature scheme WOTS+ and binary hash trees.

Parameters. SPHINCS uses several parameters and several functions. The main security
parameter is n ∈ N. The functions include two short-input cryptographic hash functions F :
{0, 1}n → {0, 1}n and H : {0, 1}2n → {0, 1}n; one arbitrary-input randomized hash function
H : {0, 1}n × {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}m, for m = poly(n); a family of pseudorandom generators
Gλ : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}λn for different values of λ; an ensemble of pseudorandom function
families Fλ : {0, 1}λ × {0, 1}n → {0, 1}n; and a pseudorandom function family F : {0, 1}∗ ×
{0, 1}n → {0, 1}2n that supports arbitrary input lengths. Of course, these functions can all
be built from a single cryptographic hash function, but it is more natural to separate the
functions according to their roles.

SPHINCS uses a hyper-tree (a tree of trees) of total height h ∈ N, where h is a multiple of
d and the hyper-tree consists of d layers of trees, each having height h/d. The components of
SPHINCS have additional parameters which influence performance and size of the signature
and keys: the Winternitz one-time signature WOTS naturally allows for a space-time tradeoff
using the Winternitz parameter w ∈ N, w > 1; the tree-based few-time signature scheme
HORST has a space-time tradeoff which is controlled by two parameters k ∈ N and t = 2τ

with τ ∈ N and kτ = m.
As a running example we present concrete numbers for SPHINCS-256 where we use n =

256,m = 512, h = 60, d = 12, w = 16, t = 216, k = 32.

WOTS+. We now describe the Winternitz one-time signature (WOTS+) from [31]. We
deviate slightly from the description in [31] to describe the algorithms as they are used in
SPHINCS. Specifically, we include pseudorandom key generation and fix the message length
to be n, meaning that a seed value takes the place of a secret key in our description. Given
n and w, we define

`1 =

⌈
n

log(w)

⌉
, `2 =

⌊
log(`1(w − 1))

log(w)

⌋
+ 1, ` = `1 + `2.

For the SPHINCS-256 parameters this leads to ` = 67. WOTS+ uses the function F to
construct the following chaining function.
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Chaining function ci(x, r). On input of value x ∈ {0, 1}n, iteration counter i ∈ N, and
bitmasks r = (r1, . . . , rj) ∈ {0, 1}n×j with j ≥ i, the chaining function works the following
way. In case i = 0, c returns x, i.e., c0(x, r) = x. For i > 0 we define c recursively as

ci(x, r) = F(ci−1(x, r)⊕ ri),

i.e. in every round, the function first takes the bitwise xor of the previous value ci−1(x, r)
and bitmask ri and evaluates F on the result. We write ra,b for the substring (ra, . . . , rb) of
r. In case b < a we define ra,b to be the empty string. Now we describe the three algorithms
of WOTS+.

Key Generation Algorithm (sk, pk ← WOTS.kg(S, r)). On input of seed S ∈ {0, 1}n
and bitmasks r ∈ {0, 1}n×(w−1) the key generation algorithm computes the internal secret
key as sk = (sk1, . . . , sk`)← G`(S), i.e., the n bit seed is expanded to ` values of n bits. The
public key pk is computed as

pk = (pk1, . . . , pk`) = (cw−1(sk1, r), . . . , cw−1(sk`, r)).

Note that S requires less storage than sk; thus one can generate sk and pk on the fly when
necessary.

Signature Algorithm (σ ←WOTS.sign(M,S, r)). On input of an n-bit message M , seed
S and the bitmasks r, the signature algorithm first computes a base-w representation of M :
M = (M1 . . .M`1), Mi ∈ {0, . . . , w− 1}. That is, M is treated as the binary representation of
a natural number x and then the w-ary representation of x is computed. Next it computes
the checksum C =

∑`1
i=1(w − 1 − Mi) and its base w representation C = (C1, . . . , C`2).

The length of the base w representation of C is at most `2 since C ≤ `1(w − 1). We set
B = (b1, . . . , b`) = M ‖ C, the concatenation of the base w representations of M and C.
Then the internal secret key is generated using G`(S) the same way as during key generation.
The signature is computed as

σ = (σ1, . . . , σ`) = (cb1(sk1, r), . . . , cb`(sk`, r)).

Verification Algorithm (pk′ ← WOTS.vf(M,σ, r)). On input of an n-bit message M , a
signature σ, and bitmasks r, the verification algorithm first computes the bi, 1 ≤ i ≤ ` as
described above. Then it returns:

pk′ = (pk′1, . . . , pk
′
`) = (cw−1−b1(σ1, rb1+1,w−1), . . . , c

w−1−b`(σ`, rb`+1,w−1)).

A formally correct verification algorithm would compare pk′ to a given public key and output
true on equality and false otherwise. In SPHINCS this comparison is delegated to the overall
verification algorithm.

For the full specification of SPHINCS we refer to the original work by Bernstein et al. [11]
describing the complete SPHINCS construction.
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Implementation Results

We here outline the results for generating SPHINCS signatures running on an ARM Cortex-
M3 platform with only 16 KB of volatile memory [32]. Besides memory usage, time is a
relevant metric to be considered in this context. In fact, the running time very much deter-
mines usability in practice.

Key generation. Generating a SPHINCS-256 key on the device takes 28 205 671 cycles. At
32 MHz, this amounts to just below a second. As one would expect, virtually all of these
cycles can be attributed to WOTS+ key generation. When it comes to key generation, it
should be noted that the STM32L100C discovery board that was used for these benchmarks
is not equipped with a random number generator. Instead, a hard-coded 32-byte value that
is included during the flashing process of the device, was used. While in practice, using such
a board, key generation would have to be done off the board, the results show that for similar
boards with a TRNG on-board key generation is not only feasible but practical.

Signing. Producing a signature takes 589 018 151 cycles, or approximately 18.41 seconds. As
described above, one cannot store the signature on the board – this requires communication
to a host outside of the board. Using direct memory access, one can efficiently interleave
control of this communication with computations. If the communication is disabled and the
signature is discard instead as it is being produced, the signing procedure requires 584 384 791
cycles (for messages of small length, so as to focus the benchmark on penalty of signature
output). This shows that the overhead is noticeable but not significant. In practice, this is a
factor that may vary slightly depending on the specific context and interfaces available.

In terms of RAM usage, the signing procedure ends up using 8 755 bytes of stack space.
Note that some of this stack usage is the result of function inlining by the compiler, to prevent
having to perform function calls. When disabling this behavior, the stack space consumption
is reduced to 6 619 bytes. Furthermore, the authors observe that the current implementation
requires 25 KB of flash memory (or 19 KB, without inlining). These results show that there
is a sufficient amount of memory left on the device (in terms of both RAM and ROM) for
other applications, but also indicate that moving to even smaller devices (such as the Cortex
M0) would be quite challenging.

Verification. Verification is much more straight-forward. The memory limit does not neces-
sitate any significant changes like it did for signature generation, as the verification procedure
never requires the construction of a full tree. The signature needs to be streamed to the de-
vice, but this does not complicate processing, as the node values arrive in the order in which
they are to be consumed. At 16 414 251 cycles, verification takes roughly 513 milliseconds.
When ignoring the communication and operating on bogus data instead, verification requires
5 991 643 cycles. The communication penalty is in the same ballpark as the one incurred
when signing, but still noticeably different. This can be accounted for by the way in which
communication and computation can be interleaved in the two procedures: for verification,
the windows in which communication can be performed are much smaller, making it more
difficult to schedule the computation and communication efficiently.

1.2 Implementation Challenges for Small Devices

In this report we briefly surveyed recent implementation works and directions for public key
cryptography and interestingly it shows that even more than 30 years after the first publica-
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tions on Elliptic Curve Cryptography significant improvements in terms of efficiency are still
possible as could be seen with the proposal of the FourQ curve. Obviously, any improvement
with respect to (software) implementation efficiency is usually also directly applicable to small
devices. Likewise this holds for any alternative public-key cryptosystem (also known as post-
quantum cryptosystem). In summary, there are many high-level challenges which mostly can
be identified from the efforts as shown above. This includes:

(a) Lightweight Security. Small devices typically come with a constraint amount of com-
putational power, volatile memory and permanent storage. While those limitations have
already significantly relaxed during the last years due to the technological progress, the
growing demand for advanced security services of modern applications remains to be a
significant challenge for small devices. In particular, public-key cryptosystems usually
involve either complex arithmetic computations using large parameters and/or needs to
handle large chunks of data (e.g., secret or public keys, ciphtertexts, plaintexts or signa-
tures).

(b) Long-term Security. New applications and trends (e.g., the Internet-of-Things) put
additional burden on the durability and expected lifetime of the security systems of small
devices. In particular, many small devices will become part of future smart infrastructures
and thus will be active for several decades before they are replaced. Hence, this requires
designers to include facilities in the devices that can guarantee long-term security, ei-
ther by suitable cryptosystems with high security margins or corresponding upgrade and
migration paths for the security subsystem.

(c) Physical Accessibility. Attackers can often easily gain physical access to small devices
as they usually are part of our infrastructure which is not always guarded and observed at
all times. In this context, the cryptographic security subsystem of those devices which are
exposed in this way needs to resist physical attacks. This particularly includes, reverse
engineering attacks to extract the security function or the secret key, side-channel analysis
or fault-injection attacks.

(d) Limited Randomness. The deployment of modern probabilistic cryptosystem and its
protection against physical attacks requires the use of randomness to avoid semantic and
physical leakage of information. For small devices, this requires the utilization of a (true)
random number generator that is costly and often slow in performance. It is therefore
important to reduce the required amount of randomness to a minimum for each invocation
of a cryptographic operation.

1.3 Research Directions for Small Devices

Open research questions that should be covered in the next years:

(a) What cryptographic construction is an optimal fit considering the computational and
storage constraints of embedded systems? Lattice-based cryptography seems a promising
direction, is there anything beyond?

(b) Considering the use of classic cryptography, what can be considered as optimal efficiency
with respect to Elliptic Curve Cryptography over prime fields? Is optimal performance
the best criterion to formulate evidence of rigidity of the construction?
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(c) Given the early stage of cryptanalysis of lattice-based cryptography, what is a safe choice
for security parameters that offers sufficient (mid-term/long-term) security, still respect-
ing the constraints of small devices? What are the implications of sufficiently large
quantum computers on such parameters?

(d) What countermeasures are efficient for lattice-bassed construction to thwart side-channel
and fault-injection attacks? Are there possibilities to combine both? How can side-
channel leakage during discrete Gaussian sampling be avoided?

(e) How can we reduce the amount of costly (uniform/Gaussian) randomness involved in
cryptographic operations to ensure its semantic and physical security?
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Chapter 2

Protocol and Primitive Level

For public-key cryptography, we strongly recommend to only consider protocols which are
formally analyzed in the provable security framework. In this framework one usually first
defines a meaningful security model that properly depicts the adversary’s goal to break the
scheme, and its capabilities. Next, one proposes a scheme. Finally, one gives a formal security
proof showing that the scheme’s security (in the defined security model) only depends on the
hardness of some well-studied mathematical problem (such as factoring, computing discrete
logarithms, or finding a short vector on a lattice).

2.1 Protocols based on Elliptic Curves

On the protocol and primitive level, most of the recent research focus was on cryptography
from new hardness assumptions, such as assumptions related to lattices and codes. Protocols
based on classical assumptions such as the hardness of breaking the discrete logarithm over
elliptic curves are nowadays considered to be well understood. We can still mention some
important open problems in the area.

(a) Extend the functionality of such public-key schemes while keeping in mind the limited
resources of (high-end) small devices such as smart cards. For concreteness, can we
improve the efficiency of identity-based encryption (more generally, functional encryption)
such that it can be implemented on a smart card?

(b) Revisit existing and employed protocols and their security reductions in terms of tightness,
in particular in more realistic multi-user environments.

2.2 Protocols based on new Assumptions

Lattice-based digital signatures have had a bad start in cryptography. Earlier proposals
such as GCH [27] and NTRUSign [17] have been completely broken due to their flaws in the
ad-hoc design approach. This has changed by the introduction of new hard mathematical
problems such as LWE [46] and SIS, which allowed mathematically elegant and provably
secure schemes. Extending the research on to cyclic and ideal lattices [41] furthermore helped
making the parameters considerably smaller, leading to more efficient schemes. For digital
signatures, the most efficient schemes [38, 39, 29, ?] based on the Ring-LWE problem in the

19
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random oracle model. For a security level of 100 bits, signatures and key-sizes are roughly
10, 000 bits longs [29], which brings the schemes close to practicality on standard PCs.

Besides digital signatures, public-key encryption and (interactive) key exchange are
arguably the most important cryptographic primitives. For key exchange several recent pro-
posals have been made, for example [1, 8, 15].

In an non-interactive identity-based key exchange protocol, each user is identified
with a unique identity, such as an email address, an IP address, or a MAC address. The
key-distribution center, holding a master secret key, establishes user secret keys to particular
identities. Using the first user’s identity and the second user’s user secret key one can, without
interaction, establish a common session key. This primitive is of high relevance to industry.
For example, Philips Research has a research group dedicated to this topic. There exists
several proposals in the Diffie-Hellman setting over elliptic curves. The main drawback of
these schemes is simply that discrete exponentiation is too costly on small devices. This
drawback extends to schemes involving pairings. Some relevant examples are the schemes
and related constructions in [13, 47, 21, 25]. The scheme by Blundo et al. [13] provides an
information-theoretically secure solution to the problem with the drawback that it has low
collusion-resistance. Building on the latter scheme, HIMMO [26] gives a computationally-
secure adaption of the Blundo et al. protocol with still high performance. Its provable
security from standard assumptions, however, remains unclear.

(a) Lower the parameter sizes of digital signature schemes, while preserving its efficiency
and provable security. For small devices an improvement by a factor of at least two
compared to the currently best schemes is highly desirable in order to be practical in
many application settings. At least for encryption, one approach to improve bandwidth
is to apply non-trivial codes. Similar ideas deserve to be explored for signatures.

(b) Multivariate polynomials have already proved to be useful for use on small devices [14]
but almost all practical schemes are ad-hoc and not provably secure. Can we build a
practical and provably secure signature scheme from hard problems over multivariate
polynomials?

(c) Most of the basic lattice-based encryption schemes are only semantically secure. For some
of them it remains to find a chosen-ciphertext secure variant with minimal overhead and
a tight security reduction. For small devices the use of the random oracle heuristic is
recommended.

(d) Can hash-based signatures such as SPHINCS [11] be made more efficient? In particular,
can the signature size of currently 41 KB be lowered?

(e) An important research direction is to extend the Blundo et al. [13] non-interactive identity-
based key-exchange protocol to the computational setting in a way that its efficiency is
preserved while its security can be provably based on standard assumptions. The HIMMO
scheme [26] can be seen as an extension for the Blundo et al. scheme to the computational
setting using lattices. What is its real-world security?

2.3 Security Models for Small Devices

A security model is usually defined through a game played with an adversary. During this
game he can make an arbitrary number of queries to the cryptographic primitive from which
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he tries to learn some secret information. In asymptotic terms, the number of queries is
required to by polynomially bounded, suggested bounds on the queries are usually in the
range of 240 (online) and 260 (offline).

For specific scenarios in which small devices are frequently used, such traditional security
models do no longer depict the attackers reality. The key observation is that an attacker
against low-end small devices can be assumed to be limited in his capabilities since, unlike
in traditional security models, he only has limited access to the device. Such an assumption
is justified for two reasons. Firstly, in order to access a low-end small device, an adversary
must have physical proximity to it — a rare event in most environments. Secondly, once an
adversary has unlimited access to a low-end small device he could mount all kinds of physical
attacks (including reverse-engineering of the secret key) on the device. Due to the extreme
resource limitations, such attacks would almost certainly lead to a complete break of the
device.

The main open problem is as follows.

(a) Do there exist reasonable security models that properly depict the real-world security of
small devices.

For concreteness, we will now mention some of the possible adversarys limitations that
can be integrated in the security models.

• Partial access to communication. Here it is assumed that the cryptographic ob-
jects (or, more generally, the communication between the honest parties executing a
cryptographic protocol) can only be accessed partially by the adversary. This can be
modeled by using information-theoretic measures, for example by letting the adversary
specify an arbitrary leakage function f : {0, 1}n → 0, 1` outputting ` bits of the com-
munication in each round, for a fixed bound `. There are connections to similar models
introduced in security against side-channel attacks [23, 50] and the bounded retrieval
model [20, 22].

• Limited access to the device. Here it is assumed that the device can only be accessed
by an adversary for a limited amount of times, allowing him to interact with it for an a
priori bounded number. In traditional security models, once the bound is reached, it is
assumed that the small device interacts in private with a valid server. This assumption
may sound a bit unrealistic but it can actually be enforced by putting the device in a
special sleep mode after a fixed number of protocol runs.

• Detection models. Often it is sufficient to ensure security or privacy to only a minimal
extent as long as any adversarial behavior can be detected. In that case countermeasures
can be taken, e.g. making use of a shut-down function which is quite common among
low-end RCDs.

Furthermore, one can also consider integrating physical attack into the security model
(side-channel or tampering attacks).
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Chapter 3

Fundamental Research

Several fundamental primitives and hardness assumptions on which modern public-key pro-
tocols on small devices rely on are not very well understood. This is in particular the case
for lattice-based cryptography.

(a) For many lattice-based protocols, the error sampling algorithm is the bottleneck since
the Gaussian error distribution has to be approximated. Can we find alternative, more
efficient, sampling algorithms with the same provable security guarantees as Gaussian
sampling? In particular, it is unclear what is the security impact of non-Gaussian error
distributions for lattice-based schemes. Loose asymptotic reduction exists for replacing
Gaussian by easily sampleable ones, as well as rather ad-hoc tight ones [1, 15], but it
is unclear from a cryptanalytic point of view if this loss of security actually happens.
Moreover, it is also theoretically allowed to replace random errors by deterministic ones.
This variant, called Learning with Rounding (LWR) enjoys worst-case hardness [3] and
recent work seems to also cover the Ring and Module versions [2].

(b) The security of practical Ring-LWE instances seems not fully understood yet. Recent ad-
vances on quantum algorithms have discovered a gap between the hardness of Ring-LWE
and general LWE. In this regard, it seems wise to start implementing fallback options, con-
sidering Module-LWE [34] for example, or Ring-LWE with other rings than cyclotomics.
The same holds for the security of practical instances of multi-variate cryptography and
decoding structured linear codes.
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